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EFI Pace and Process Shipper
Revolutionize Workflow at Yunker
Industries
Challenge
As a high-volume supplier of retail décor and graphics,
Yunker Industries delivers its products to customers
by processing anywhere from 100 to 1,000 small
parcel carrier (i.e., FedEx/UPS) shipments per day
and prepares, and completes 8 to 10 bills of lading
for LTL transport with other trucking services. In
addition, the company does its own local deliveries
and occasionally uses courier services. With the
growing complexity of its shipping needs, Yunker saw
a significant opportunity for process improvement.
“We took a good look at our workflow across our
organization,” says Steve Haley Yunker Industries’ vice
president of IT and process development. “Many of our
systems had been in place for years, and we knew we
had inefficiencies.”

Solution
Haley points out that there were a number of
time-consuming activities that a more automated
workflow would eliminate. This included inefficient
communication between CSRs and shipping that
included multiple phone calls, emails and other
interruptions when Customer Service was looking for
information about a shipment; manual reconciliation
of daily shipments, an error prone and timeconsuming process that involved cross-checking
shipment records with .CSV files; and grueling
collection of carrier shipment data for communication
with Customer Service.
“We actually decided to acquire both EFI™ Pace MIS
and SmartLinc Process Shipper, installing both together
as an integrated solution,” Haley explains. “We were
looking for a complete system, from estimating

”Our previous system was a combination
of standalone applications that required a
great deal of keying and re-keying, causing
significant inefficiencies.”
STEVE HALEY
VICE PRESIDENT, IT & PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
YUNKER INDUSTRIES

through accounting, including shipping, screen printing, digital large
format and our fulfillment operations. This combination fit the bill,
providing the workflow we needed to take our business to the next
level.”

For nearly 70 years, Yunker Industries
has been one of the top graphics
and décor manufacturers in the retail
market. Its customers include brands,
big-box and specialty retailers, quickserve restaurants and convenience
stores. Yunker distinguishes itself by
offering a fully integrated level of inhouse services from design to large
format printing to complete store
installations. Creating single source
accountability through its centrally
located U.S. operations enables
Yunker to service a nationwide
customer base cost effectively.
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+1 262-249-5220
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Results
The results that Yunker achieved were clear – an absolute success
that has improved the company’s operations with:
•

A 40 hour per week savings in customer service

•

A 50% improvement in the processing of large batch distribution
lists

•

A 200% improvement in shipping throughput

Happier, More Efficient Customer Service Reps
“Our previous process had multiple paths to set up shipments, the
tracking information was not available in real time, and Customer
Service had to scan .CSV files daily to make sure shipments actually
went out,” Haley explains. “This was especially problematic if
shipments spanned more than one day. In addition, there were many
back-and-forth calls between Customer Service and Shipping, which
took time away from both, to get answers to simple questions for
customers.
“Also,” adds Haley, “the securing of tracking numbers from the
carriers could take as much as 24 hours, an unacceptable delay for
our customers.”
Now CSRs set up a Planned Shipments queue in Pace™ that is
accessible to everyone in the organization. This has the added
advantage of forewarning Shipping about workload. Once a shipment
has been fulfilled, Shipping flags it as “Final Shipment” and it drops off
of the queue using bidirectional communication between Process
Shipper and Pace.
If a shipment was somehow missed, it is now very visible. If there is
product to be shipped by a certain time of day and it has not reached
the Shipping Department, Shipping personnel can be proactive in

“Implementing EFI Pace and SmartLinc Process
Shipper has allowed us to quadruple our shipping
throughput without adding a single extra person in
that department.”
STEVE HALEY
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Yunker offers a fully integrated level of in-house services from design to large format printing to complete store installations.

seeking out the shipments to ensure they are on time.
In addition, there is real-time tracking of everything, by day, job,
customer or even carton. CSRs can quickly find the information they
need without interrupting Shipping workflow. This has resulted in
a savings of at least 40 man hours per week in Customer Service, a
conservative estimate according to Haley.

Batch Processing Delivers Results
“True batch processing didn’t exist in the past,” Haley says. “We had a
person who validated shipping labels, and when there were 50-100
shipping labels accumulated, two more people would cross-check
them with an address spreadsheet. It was time consuming and error
prone!”
What used to require three people is now done automatically in
Process Shipper. Haley cites a recent example that demonstrates an
additional value of the new system: “We did a drop shipment to 4,300
locations across the country, and in Canada, Mexico and Guam, using
UPS. The customer wanted an estimate of shipping costs in advance.
Before, we would truly have to estimate using our best guess. With
this shipment, we simply ran it as a batch in Process Shipper from the
Planned Shipments data. Not only was the cost estimate accurate to
within pennies, we had the information in near real time.”

“Today, our shipping
workflow is well defined
and very automated, from
end to end. We are shipping
with confidence and we
are highly efficient. Our
partnership with EFI has
been invaluable in making
this happen.”
STEVE HALEY
VICE PRESIDENT, IT & PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT
YUNKER INDUSTRIES
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Shipping with Confidence
Finally, Haley reports that instead of having to use multiple systems, often located
in different parts of the plant, shipping personnel can work from a single shipping
station with all of the necessary information at their fingertips. “Our Shipping
personnel can now ship with confidence,” he says. “We have an efficient batch
process, data flows seamlessly back and forth between Pace and Process Shipper,
everything is up to date in real time, and there is company-wide visibility to the
shipping queue.”
“This has truly revolutionized our shipping process, made everyone’s lives much
easier, and enabled us to be ultra-responsive to customer requirements and
inquiries.”

EFI fuels success.
From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most
automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to
succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.
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